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SCOPE OF THE REPORT 

The present repo:rt is _an interim annual report s.u.mmari.zing_ 

the work done _at th.e University of California under' Contract 

AF41 (657)-114 with the U . .S. Air Force Rome Air' Development 

Center during 1959-60. The original contract, which began .0n 

1 December 1956, has. been extended repeatedly, .most recently for 

a .one-yea.r pedod ending 15 March 1961. The pres:ent ::r.eport is 

the.third in the series :of annual reports is:s,ued.since the contract 

was. .initiated, and is also intended to take the place of the quarterly 

report for the qua:rter 15 Ma:r.ch-15.June 1960. 

Work accomplished .falls into three categories.: (1) experi-

.ments with animals {S. PRAUSN.ITZ and ,C. HOH); _(2) analytical 

and .experimental work with cellular organisms. (P. 0. VOGELHUT); 

and _(3) microwa:ve radiation dosimetry (T. JASKI}. Maintenance of 

equipment was ,under the aupervision of 0. WEST WICK 

A paper by C. S:its:-s1:<ind .and P. 0. Vogelhut, ''U Se of electro

magnetic radiation in elucidating hiofogka1 phenomena,·'' was pre

sented at the 1959 Mid.,.America Electronics .Conference of the 

Institute ,oi Radio Engine1ers in November 1959; since this: paper is 

not available els.ewhere, it is. included as an Appendix. 

Staff members of the Donner Laboratory of Biophysic:s and 

Medical Physics, University .of California, who contributed their' 

advice and .services ,during the past year include Drs. C. T. GAFFEY, 

H. C., MEL, and C. A. TOBIAS. . Histopathology was performed with 

the help l;>f E. B. BARNAWELL of the Department of Z.o:ology (Cancer 

Genetics Research. Labo:rato-ry), University of California, in con

s,ultation with Dr. K. B. DEOME. 

The project was under -the over-alt d,irection of Dr. C. SUSS.KIND, 

.·who.acted as Principal Investigator. 

Publications resultjng from the project are listed ort the back 

cover. 

,. 
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I. EXPERIMENTS WITH LAB ORA TORY ANIMALS 
(C. Hoh,· S. Prausnitz) 

.•' 
f 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The principal work of the _past year has been the study of the 

effect of chronic irradiation upon the physiology and longevity of the 

mous¢, (as de$cribed in, Sec. I-G below). Other work, described in 
Secs. I-C through I-F, inc;:ludes: 

' . 

(1) Determination of the effect upon body temperature rise of 

exposure to an antenna rotating at a given speed. 

(2) Collection of survival data of mice with an artificially 
produced fever which are subsequently exposed to microwave irradi

ation. 

(3) Some observations upon dying mice. 

(4) Studies of membrane permeability of nerve tissue as 
affected by microwave irradiation. 

B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The procedure use_d in all experiments except th~ longevity 
series and the nerve tests is uniform. Male and female albino mice 
weighipg 30-40 g are .used. The animal is placed in a sack made of 
low-lo.ss plastic screening of the type employed in window insect 

screens. The sack.is supported by two thin bakelite rods and is hung /) / 
in an enclosed radiation chamber by strings attached to the ceiling. W~ 1 
The 4 x 6-ft chamber is lined with microwave absorbing material kcJ' 
having a maximum of 2 per cent r_eflection. The radiating horn is fed 
by a waveguide from the center of the floor, The sack. keeps the 
animal essentially immobile in.a horizontal position facing the power 
source, with the hind.legs spread out and secured .by low-attenuation 
adhesive tape. No anaesthetic or tranquilizer is used. Body temper-
ature is measured rectally by means of a small glass-covered Yeco 
thermistor with an OD of O. 10~ in. , inserted to a distance of 0. 5 in. 
The thermistor and the animal's tail are taped to the bakelite rods to 

- 1 -



(I. LABORATORY ANIMALS) . 

insure stability. The thermistor forms one arm of a de unbalanced 

bridge, the output of which is connected to a Varian Model G-10 

graphic recorder. The system is capable of resolving temperature 

readings of O. 1 °c; the limit of error of the system is 1 per cent 
0 of span or O. 1 C. 

The established procedure consists of weighing the animal 

and placing it in the sack; inserting the thermistor; and beginning the 

temperature record. After the normal or "baseline" temperature is 

established, the microwave power is turned on. One mouse at a tirne 

is irradiated. The environmental temperature is relatively constant 

between 24 and 2.7°C. The exposures have taken place at a distance 

of either 19 or 21. 5 in. from the apex of the source horn. 

C. DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECT UPON BODY TEMPERATURE 
RISE OF EXPOSURE TO A ROTATING ANTENNA 

The effect upon mice of intermittent exposure to microwaves 

such as would be encountered in the near field around a rotating 

antenna .was studied. Power densities and on/ off ratios were varied, 

with the speed of rotation of the irradiating set-up kept constant at 

1 2 rpm. Microwave absorbing material suspended between the radi

ating horn and the mouse being irradiated was arranged in a circle 

containing a pie-shaped opening through which the radiating power 

passed to the mouse. The aperture angles used, with the correspond

ing on/ off times,· may be seen in Table I. Power densities ranged 

between O. 009 and O. 360 w/cm2; all mice were exposed until death 

or f 6r a maximum of 48 min. 

The results ·of this experiment show that the degree of body 

temperature rise in response to exposure is a function of power 

density, length of exposure, and aperture angle of the absorbing 

material {the beam width). The factor of exposure length was elimi

nated by a suitable choice of the duration of irradiation, i. e, • long 

enough to kill the mouse provided the power· density and aperture 

= 2 -



{I. LABORATORY ANIMALS) 

angle are sufficiently large. In cases where the power density is low 

or the aperture angle :i.s small, the body temperature ris,es .. to a 

certa_in point at which it remains for the duration of the exposure. 

This temperature is the steady-state temperature. A combination 

of high power density and .a large aperture angle resulted in lethal 

body temperatures. 

TABLE L ==Aperture angles and on/off times used in rota.ting-
antenna .experiments. (1 rotation= 5 sec). 

Aperture On:off Power Power 
angle on - off 

(sec) 

30° 1:11 0. 42 - 4.58 

60° 1:5 o. 83 - 4. 17 

90° 1:3 1. is - 3. 75 

120° 1:2. 1. 66 - 3.34 

150° 1:1. 4 Z.09 - 2.. 91 
360° 1:0 5. 00 ~ o. 00 

Figure 1 shows the average point of t~mperature rise in 

degrees centigrade at which.the body'.temperature of the mouse being 

irradiated equilibrates for .a given power=density- -aperture-angle 

combination. If the temperature eciuilibrates above .6. 7°C, the 

mou.s'e dies. Evidently 

where 

.6.T = k'aP 

T = steady, state temp (deg C) 

a = aperture angle (deg) 

-P = power density 1w/cm2
) 

ki= constant (approx 0. 258) 

(1) 
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(I. LABORATORY ANIMALS) 

Table II compares the calculated temperature rise using Eq. (l} with. 

TABLE II. --Computed and observed values of temperature 
rise in rotating-~tenna expos,u:r.es: .6.T = (0. 258H0. 08)a 
at 0. 080 watt/ cm . 

Aperture angle Calculated . .6.T Observed AT 
.t. 

3.0° 0 0.6 ,c 0 0.6 ,c 

60° r. 2°c 1. 2°c 

90° L 9°C. 0 l. 6 C 
2 0 l ,0 2.5°C 2. 3°C 

150° 0 J. IC 3.6°c 

360° 0 7. 5 ,C 0 7. 0 C 

th.e observed temperature rise for a power density of 0. 08 w/cm4 . 

The agreement here appears to be within 10 per. cent. 

It may be concluded .that, in .a .situation of exposure to micro

waves emitted by an.antenna .rotating at a given speed, the degree of 

temperature rise in the irradiated .animal is approximately in lin..ear 

propoI'tion to the size· of the beam width. 

D. SURVIVAL-BODY TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP 

It was reported previously
1 

that irradiation of mice, whose 

body temperatures had been.lowered by as much as 10°c by· 

chlorpromazine injection~ caused death when the body temperature 

reac_hed 44. I 0 c (or 6. 7°C above normal), regardless of the dose 
. \ 

needed .to produce the lethal temperature. The slope of the temperature-

rise curve du:ring irradiation was the same in the ~hlorpromazine-treated 

mice as in the untreated anµna1s for a given power density .. Thus, the 

mice with initially lowered body temperatures could tolerate larger 
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doses of microwave irradiation before death occurred than could the 

untreated mice. It was concluded that death occurrence correlates 

better with the final temperature reached than with any other para

meter. If this .conclusion is correct then it. would follow, for instance, 

that mice with a fever can withstand less microwave irradiation than 

control mice before death sets in. This hypothesis was put to test. 

The body temperature of five mice was raised to 41 °c by 

placing the animals, individually» in a thermostatically controlled 

hot box. The animal was then given whole~ body microwave irradiation 

at a power density of 0. 327 w/cm2• The results (Fig. 2) show that 

the irradiated control mice reached a body temperature of 44. 1 °c and 

died in 4. 1 min, whereas the "fever" mice died after 2. 4. min of 

exposure to microwaves (or when the body temperature reached 
. 0 

44. 1 C}. The temperature-rise slopes of the two groups are es-

sentially the same except for the initial 0. 5 min of exposure, where 

a lag may be seen in the slope of the fever mice. It may be noted 

parenthetically that this effect of a slow start in temperature rise 

after a .short rest period between heatings has been previously 
2 

observed and reported. The results obtained seem to confirm the 

previous conclusion that it is the body temperature that determines 

when death will occur, rather than the dose of microwave energy per 

~- . If the animal has .a lowered body temperature it can survive a 

longer expos.ure to a given power density than the control mouse; if 

it enters the irradiating chamber with an elevated body temperature, 

it dies sooner. 

E. SOME OBSERVATIONS UPON DYING MICE 

The dying process was observed in a group of mice in order 

to ,shed light upon the cause of acute death. · Three alternative causes 

for acute death appear to be present: (a} heart failure, (b) respiratory 

-failu.re, and (c) CNS damage. 

Five male albino mice were exposed to a high power. densJty 

just short of death (44-45°C}. When the animal was removed from 

.. 6 -
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(I. LABORATORY ANlMALS) 

the radiation chamher 9 it went into convulsions. As soon as respi

ration appeared to have stopped, the thoracic vacity was opened • 

. In one case the .heart had stopped in .sys,tole. In four cases 

both ventricles and a.uricles were beating. The ventricles continued 

to beat for 2= 7 min, then stopped; the left auricle stopped approxi.,,. 

mately 10 min later, whereas the right auricle (pacemaker) continued 

beating for at lea.st 30 min1onger. Sometimes the h-eart was contracted 

and. sometimes .dilated when it finally Stopped beating. During the ·,, ::• 

observations the heart was bathed with physiological saline. 

This rough experiment seems .to indicate that respiration stops 

before there is heart failure. This result was also reported by 

Richards.on in 1957; 3 who states that there is cardiac function impair

ment before respiratory failure occurs, but does not elaborate on this 

statement in the report. 

F. EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON THE PERMEABILITY OF THE 
FROG SCIATIC NERVE 

The sciatic .nerve of a frog was.irradiated in vitro and tested 

for changes in membrane permeability. The nerve was chosen as a 

good experimental tissue because it is thin enough to permit absorption 

.of microwave energy throughout it. 

Rana pipiens frogs weighing approximately 40 g were decapitated 

and pithed.. Both .sciatic nerves were excised and immediately placed 

into .Ri:nger 1 s: solution. One nerve was to be irradiated; the other 

. served .as a control. After half an hour the experimental nerve. was 

expo.sed to microwaves .in a polysty:rene cell that permitted Ring-er' s 

,solution to drip on the ne:rve fiber, fmrming a thin film of liquid. It 

was essential that this film of Ringer~ s solution be kept to a minimum 

le.st .most of the micI'owave energy be absorbed before r~aching the 

nerve. The set-up may be seen .in Fig. 3 .. The c.ontrol nerve was 

suspended in the same set=up but the power was not turned on. 

Immediately following irradiation the nerve was dl"opped into a vial 

of Ringer's solution an.d left in the refrigerator for 2..4 hr. The nerves 

= 8 = 



(I. LABORATORY ANIMALS) 

FIG. 3. --Cell.used .in irradiating ,sciatic .nerve of frog. Solution drips: from 
above, is collected .in funnel, and drips along nerve (suspended by strips). 

- 9 -



(I. LABORATORY AN™ALS) 

were then removed, measured, and weighed and the Ringer is splution 

from each nerve was te.sted for absorption over the ultraviolet region 

(350-2.00 mµ) in a Beckman DK spectrophotometer. 

Fo.ur tests were made on nerves we:i,ghing between4 an9- 5 mg 

each. The experimental variables are s.hownin Table UL Tn;e drip 

Test 

1 

2. 

3 

4 

TABLE Ill. -:..Experimental variables in membrane 
permeability te~t. 

Power d.ensity Length: .oi i:rr•adiation · Drip :r,ate 
(mw/cm2) · (min) (drop$./min) 

31.25 3 & 
.31. 25 3 2..,3 

31.25 15 2 .... 1 

217. 50 30 1=2 

rate was lowered after the first test because it was feared ihat the 

cooling effect of the Ringer's solution would prevent the. ir:radiation 

from having .an effect. It should be noted that a power ·de~ity of 

31. 25 mw/cm2 is not lethal, whereas Zl 7. 5. .mw/cm2. will pll the 

average mouse in roughly 5. ~. min. 

Testing .of th.e Ringer~s solution inthe spectrophotameter 

showed essentially no difference between what went into s;9lution from 

the irradiated .and from the control nerves. in.all four testp;.. 
. . 

This testing procedure is rather insensitive becati(:>e a .change 

would show up only if more than 50 per cent of the nervei, proteins 

and/ or nucleic .acids came into ,solution, It :w~s. thought iiiat if the 

microwaves made ''holes" into.the nerve membrane a pe:rcentage of 

th.is order of magnitude would be leeched .out into the Rin~er~ s. solution. 

Since no such effect could be seen the only conclusion thJt can be 

drawn is that if the membrane permeability is ,affected tAiS technique 

is not sensitive enough: to detect the change. 

- 10 = 



(I. LABORATORY ANIMALS) 

G. . LONGEVITY TEST 

The .objective of the longevity experiment is .to determine 

what effect repeated .exposure to sublethal doses :of microwave power 

has on the life span and on other physiological characteristics of the 

mouse. 

1. METHOD .. A colony of 3,00 male NARU albino mice is 

kept in a cabinet, the temperature of which is .thermostaticai1y 

maintained between 21 and.24°c. The cages al"e cleaned twice a 

week and the mice do .not come in.to cont:3.ct witjl any other animals. 

The mice are dipped in a solution containing Aramite and Nacconal 
' every three months as protection against mites .. Each cage containing 

ten .mice constitutes a unit. Each unit is irradiated in.a polystyrene 

.cage of the sort described and illustrated previously; 2· The cage 

i~ suspended .above the ra.diating horn and is rotated at the rate of 

1 rpm to minimize the effect of multiple reflections. Two hundred 

mice are irradiated five days a week .for 4. 5 min at a power dens.ity 

of 0. 109 w/cmz. The average body temperature rise for this dose is 
0 · 0 3. 3 .c (2. 5 .. 4, I C). One hundred control mice receive .the same 

treatment except that .the power is not turned .on. The longevity 

irradiations began on l October 1959. To date there have been. 17 

deaths. ( 8. 5 per cent) in the ir:tadiated group and JO deaths.( 10 per cent) 

in the control group. 

2. RESULTS. When an animal dies, .it is autopsied.and key 

tissues are prepared for extensive histological examination. The 

tissues studied .include liver, spleen, thymus, lymph nodes, kidneys, 

adrenals, guf, lungs, _ and_.testes. A lymphoid leucosis, was evident 

. in .a number of cases wh.e!"e the.lymphatic organs (i.e., s.pleen, thymus:, 

and.lymph nodes) were found to be enlarged, but this. was true of both 

i!'r.adiated .and control mice .. A white granular materiai filling the 

peritoneum and adh.er:i.n.g to the liver waa found in six mice at different 

times, but agall:l, this finding was evident in both groups. It. is 
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suspected that this material, which was accompanied by high white 

counts, is a liver abscess. Microscopic examination revealed 

abscessess in kidneys and liver in both groups. 

In some cases the lungs were congested and indicated that the 

mouse had died of bronchial pneumonia. 

Though the causes of death were varied, no criterion for 

separating the irradiated from control mice has so far been .discerned. 

Blood counts were made of a random 10 per cent of both groups. 

Blood samples were taken frotn the tail. A few mice, which sub

sequently died, showed ,WBC' s ranging between 77, 000 a:iid 125, 000 

cells /mm 
3

. Autopsy of these mice revealed enlargement of the 

lymphoid tissues and what appeared to be enormous liver abscesses." 

The rest of the mice had counts within, normal limits (Table IV). 

TABLE IV. - =Summary of red and white blood counts. 

RBC WBC 

Irradiated Mice 9-13 million cells/mm 
3 

16, 000-31, 000 cells/mm 3 

Control Mice 8= 14 million cells/mm 
3 . 3* 

11, 000-34, 000 cells/mm 

* 3 
One mouse had a WBC of 7,000 cells/mm . 

All spot checks of the urine to detect the presence of glucose 

have been negative. 

The body-temperature rise of five given mice is periodically 

checked in order to determine whether this response changes as the 

experiment progresses. As may be seen in Fig. 4, this response 

appears to remain quite constant: the fluctuations do not follow a 

particular trend. 

Each unit of mice is weighed ~eekly and the average mouse 

body weight is computed (Fig. 5 ). _ The limits of the statistical spread 

- 12 -
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of weights ,of the two group~.·-overlap at each point. It appears .that 
over a period of 33 weeks of irraciiation essentially no difference 
between the weight change,s of the .irradiated mice and.the controls 
(of the sort observed by Nieset4) has occurred. 

3, SACRIFICE SERIES. Five per cent. of both grou:ps was 
I , 

.sacrificed during the _8th month of irradiation in order to.study the 
condition of a s.ampling, of. the surviving _mice. Tail blood wa.s .taken 
from 10 irradiated and 5 c.ontrol animals _for total and .d,ifferential 
white blood counts. The .mice .were.then given.a strong dose of ether 
and were autopsied. Tisaues r.emoyed for histological ex~ination 

· were the adrenals, kidneys,· testes, b:r.ain, liver,. duodenum, and 
.sple,en. A lung tumor was found _in ~ne irradiated mouse; another. 
irradiated animal showed bone tis$ue in.the spleen. This particular 
animal had .had .an _infection which subsequently healed, as revealed 
by a temporary elevated white count. 

On .the basis of six.c.ondition·s.eyident in .. a large proportion 
of the mice, criteria were s.et up for .~eparating _the controls from the 
irradiated, . These ctiteria . .are: 

( 1) Lymphoid infiltration in the bra.in,. liver, kidney, and/ qr 
duodenurn. 

(Z) Seri>id deposits in the interstitial. cells .of the testes~· 
(3) ~Pr·esence Qf anomalous ba~@philic cells in the seminiferous. 

tubules of the testes. 

( 4) Absence -0£ vacuoles in th~ .ad.renal cortex. 
(5) Pres.en<;:.e oJ congestion iq. the kidney. 
(6) · Re.sults of total and'differential.white blood.c,ounts 

(Table V). 

None of the.above categorie$ produced a.cor_relation b~tween 
_ the condition and either irradiated pr .control group. The' only task 
:remaining is examination ,of 'bone ma~row smears made __ at the time of· 
the .autopsies. 
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45,400 19 Z5 48 z 6. 

113,900 5 28 62 0 5 

16,300 65 25 9 0 I 

. ZB, 350 61 33 4 0 2,_ 

19, 400 67 17 10 1 5 

16-32,500 63 23:" 13 0.3 

' 

,, 
i 
,. 

l .. 
" .. 
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In view of the histological findings of the dead mice and those 

in the sacrifice series, it appears so far that 8 months of exposure to 

a power density of 0. 109 w/crn.2· produces no .deleterious effects on 

mice. This experiment wi11 continue under the same conditions for 

at least 12 .months.. Another sacrifice series will be made in. 6 months. 

IL INVESTIGATION OF CELLULAR ORGANISMS (P. 0. Vo~elhut) 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Numerous investigators have observed· a .specific eff~ct of 

electromagnetic radiation on tissue cultures, .microorganisms, 

enzyme systems, and protein _molecules. A theoretical under~tanding 

of the effect produced by such radiation has not been achieved as yet. 

To gain insight into the interaction mechanism between electromagnetic 

radiation and complex biological systems.,. th.e best approach seems 

to be an_attack on the molecular pr.oceases. involved. 

The proteins in a living organism are su.rrounded by an _aqueous 

atmosphere; all biologically important func.tion.s .of these macron',,ole

cules _are based on this fact. Since observed. effects of electromag

netic radiation appear to occur at the macromolecular level (specific 

action -On protein molecules) a.s well_ as -on the unicellular level, the 

conclusion is reached that the effeC:ts are mediated by the prote:i,.p. 

molecules in their native state, suspended in.an _aqueous phase,. 

The fact that thermal heating _does.not produce effects of the 

same _nature as electromagnetic radiation leads .to the conclq.sion. 

that any nonthermal effect of rad.iation is as.s.ociated with the sp~cific 

wavelength {or a spectrum o:f wavelengths) and ·with the entropy of the 

incident radiation. In speaking .of the radiation: in a definite .dir~ction 

one should always keep iri. mind that the energy radiated in _a coae is 

not finite unless the angle .of the cone is finite. A perfectly pla;µe 

wave therefore has no entropy, whereas .thermal heating produ.ced by 

a water bath would exhibit a comparatively large amount of entropy. 

The influence of these two types of radiation would thus be exceedingly 
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different il it rested on the mag1,1lituq.e of their "disordering" effect. 

However, since enzyme systems and proteins are influenced in their 

actions by electromagnetic waves it seems that the.Se waves do influence 

.the ·entropy of such a .system, by disrupting some orderly process. 

This purely qualitative description only shows that electromagnetic 

radiation is bound to have an effect on .systems ·whose performance is 

measured by their' orderly actilQns. 

B. THEORY OF THE EXPERIMENT 

A molecule interacts with its neighbor .molecules by virtue .of · 

the electron and proton charge distributions. on the molecules. Charge 

fluctuation forces arise when the fluctuations of charge distl"ibution.of 

a molecule are brought about by quantum-mechanical motion. (&,n

certainty principle; usually the zero point motion of energy 4v/2 '>' 

is the important parO, or by temperature motion, of energy kT. These 

charge fluctuations in .. .a molecule set up energetically favorable charge 

distributions in the adjacent molecules because the molecules are 

.electrically polarizable. The interaction of the fluctuating charge 

distribution in. one molecule with the induced charge distribution in 

the other, vice versa, leads .to attraction. 

If one is conce:r.ned about electronic .oscillators and their 

,quantum-mechanical or thermal charge fluctuations, then the forces 

are of the London-Eisenschitz- Wang t'y'pe. 6 .If Brownian motiQn. 

of the protons on the .surface of the molecules is the relevant. phe

nomenon, the forces are .of the K:!.:rkwood-Shumaker type. 7 

As long as the ground states of the .electron:i.c oscillator,s..are 

all that have to be considered (i.e. 11 no excited states are in thermal 

reach), the c_alculation is the simple London calculation: the or3cil

lators in the two molecules are coupled by electric dipole-dipole 

interactions.that bring .about no:rma1=.mod.e frequency displacements 

( · d d' 1 1 hif t · ~ 3 -6 . an· correspon mg· eve. s. tsu contaming,± R and R terma. The 

normal-mode frequencies contribute .a zero- point energy each 11 and 

the sum of all these z.ero .. point energy shifts is. "'i R""'
6

a.1a.llVIY!ll/(v
1
+vll) 

- 18 ~ 
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per oscillator pair, where 1'r and VII are the frequencies of the 
oscillators and a.I and-a.II are their static polarizabilities (London• 

) 6 formula.· 

If excited oscillator states have to be considered, one may 
have the situation of one excited -molecule approaching another, 

8 unexcited molecule. 
-3 proportional to± R . 

Res:onance brings _about interaction en~rgies 

If one c.onsid,ers molecule pairs embedded 
ii'\ a liquid,, this medium represents a temperature bath. The sta
tistical averaging over excited states is provided_for by a Gibbs 

/ 
.ensemble- of such mo1ec_ule pairs.distributed over excited states 
according to a Boltzmann distribution. This averaging _results .in _an 
interaction free energy -3R- 6kTa

1 
a; II per oscillator pair in the 

classical limit of low-freque.ncy oscillators (classical formula). 
6 

The actual situation implies participation. of both classical 
and quantum frequency ranges, and thermally possible states have 
to be considereq. The interaction energy is .again proportional to 

-6 R . In this· general case, the molecules are representable by 
many oscillators, which have their natural frequencies dis.tributed · 
all over the classical and quantum regions and whose spatial orienta
tions show anisotropies. The calculation may be accomplished by an 
evaluation of the R...-deperident no~mal-mode frequencies .of molecule 
pairs, and of the Boltzmann distribution over the quantum states of 
those harmonic normal-mode oscillators of a molecule pair I, II. 
The Helmholtz free energy .of such a distribution contains an R- · 
dependent term 

where s 

+oo 

.6.A1 II= - ~ kT trace_ I -W · W sI sII 
s:-oo 

runs through all integers and where the 3 x 3 matr~ 
_Z 

ulx 

4 2.k2T2 .2 
1 + .TI' - s . 

hz'/1~' ,$ u
1
. u" · 

· Z .itX 

"12. ul. ul. . y z 

- 19 -

(1) 

(2) 
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represents a kind of dynamic pola:riiability; I. numbers the linear 

oscillators in the molecule I, i=l,2, ... N1; al' wit., ulx' uly'.ulz:' 

their polarizabilities, natural frequencies, and direction cosines ,of 
. t . . t· 1 d Z I Z 9 o:rien ation, respec 1ve y; an ~ 1. = e

1 
mv . 

When two identical molecules I, I (or two identical partij oi 
two molecules) immersed in a liquid medium want to get together as 

nearest neighbors, some medium molecules II have to give way. Thus 

it is a differential effect between the interaction energy of two identical 

molecule pairs, Ill and I I, 11 antl nonidentical -molecule pairs I, I I that 

has to be considered. This .effect amounts. to a rearran~ement energy, 

well known in the theory of mixtures, i. e. , a 4A1 II = M 11 + MII II 

-Z~1 Il; the entropy of mixing would have to be considered only wh.en 

arrangements of a large number of molecules of types I and TI are to 

be studied. Because of the bilinearity in .01., or W, of M
1 

II of the 

London, the classical, and the general expressions (.l) and (2),, this 

quantity is always negative: 

too .. 3 

~4Ar n=>-i kT l . l 
s==oo µ,v::::l 

z 
( W slµv - W sIIµv ) < O 

which implies that identical molecules tend to associate as nearest 

neighbors. 

(3). 

The object of the present experiment is to meas.ure th~ above

mentioned :rearrangement energy by measuring the number o! bound 

water molecules that are displaced during the process of rearra:qge

ment and computing .the amount .of energy from the number o.f bonds 

that have to be broken in order to accomplish this rearrangement. 

Previous descriptions of the structure of water and the effect 
10 \ of solutes on it have been. essentially qualitative. Haggis!t st . .al. ;~, 

... ~ii! 

attempt to formulate a quantitative .statistical approach. It includes 

a discussion of the bo.und water or hydration around polar molecules 
·-

and ions in the interpretation of dielectric-dispersion measurements. 

The frequency variation of the dielectric constant of an aqueous 

s:olution of polar molecules shows two dispersion regions, one due to 

the relaxation of the solute and one due to that of the water .molecules. 
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Mi~rowave measu:!:'ements: in. the wavelength regJon .l-10 cm coyer the 
range of the water relaxation. Provided .that the two di~persimji regions 
are widely separated or that the solute makes only a negligible .c.ontri
,bution tc;, the. dielectrk CQn.stant itt the mic:rowave region, it. is possible 
frQm microwave measurements .to obtain in.fo:rmation about the 
following: 

( 1) The dielectric c.onstant of water between the two relaxati@n 
:regions. This constant can be interpreted :in terms Qf the water 
irrotationally bound. to the solute, i.e., not free to rotate in th~ electric 
field. 

(2) The time of relaxation. of the water .m.olecules, "Yhich one 
can.directly relate to the water structure in the solution. 

The. low-frequen.~.y dielectric cons:tant of the water pres~nt in 
the solution.may be U1!3-ed to determine the extent to which w~ter mole-. 
culeB around an. ion o:r. organic group are prevented by lo.cal fi~lds " . ' . 

from becoming .or'iente.d in .. an external field~ Sin,ce '(:hese water mole
cules; are re$trkted .only insofar as .the local field .is stron~~r than the 
field due to the n.eighboring ;water ::m.olecule..s, the dielectric eff~ct . : ' 

should be closely related to hydration. Considering the water structure 
in detail one arrives at an effective number n. of water molec.ules · · · _1rr 
irrotationally bound to a .s.olute mol~cule .. Th.e estimate of thi~ number 
f:r_om the static dielectric.constant es must depend on a .dielectric theory 
of mixtures, The problem of a mixture of polar liquids .in the region 
.between their relaxations is .equivalent to .that of a mixture of f,10lar 
and nonpolar liquids. At microwave frequencies the protein with its 
bound water may be considered as being a spher.oidal cavity of low . 
dielectric constant in the water, the .error being small. 

The number n. can be obtained f:rom the equation · 1r:r 

E.=E. =li•C s water . 

where c is .the concentration in .moles /liter and 

= 21 = 

. I 

I 
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. ----6 _ ·i:t [ ( E water =E .oo .s.~lute ) 
- ~ V •.• lQQQ + ( 

e water -e .oo water) ] 
v w 1000 · nirr 

where v is the actual molar volume of the solute and v is the molar 
' . w 

volume of water ( 18), and •13 is a function of the particle axial _ratio. 

The constant e. is obtained as a .function of the imaginary and 
$ 

real part of the dielectric constant at microwave frequencies: 

.E : E I t 
s E 1 '-E - oo water 

C. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE · 

The following _o_utlines. the methoq, of measurement .of the two 

parts of the dielectric constant. Since the .rearrangement in tp.e enzyme

substrate solution takes place rather rapidly, a special double-sweep 

technique is used for the analysis of time-dependent cavity character

istics in conjunction with a rapidflow and mix_ing system. 

A cavity resonator method for the meas_urement of the dielectric 

constant and loss of small samples .has been developed by Sproull and 
. 11 .. ..... ' 

Lindner, This method is .characterized by convenient measurement 

techniques, simple calculations, and .direct extension to the measure

ment of the shunt impedance of a cavity. 

Slater
12 

,has developed .a perturbation theory 'that giV1es the 

change in resonance frequency and loaded Q of a .cavity due to some 

small cha.nge in the cavity. He considers two cavities, l and 2, which 

differ slightly owing to the presence of s.ome material in cayity 2 •. If 

the material has a complex dielectric constant (relative to vacuum) 

given by.e' =
0

je ", and permeability equal to unity, then the change in 

resonant frequency is 

-

: {E 1 -1) (4) 
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and.the -change in. the O of the cavity is 

l l ' I 

Oz - ITi = E. ' (5)' 

where v and V are the volumes. of the dielectric _and cavityp respectively, ..... 
and E is the electric fie.ld intensity. The s:e equations .are us:eful if E 2, 
can easily be obtained from an unperturbed field Er As an example 

they discuss the case where the surface of the dielectric .is everywhere· 

parallel to the electric field. With the further restriction that the ... 
dielectric .ends with. the field lines on the walls of the cavity,. E

2
_ is put 

equal to E1. The relative error due to .this arid other approximations 

in obtaining Eqs. (4) and (5) is of_ the order [f 1 - ~2)1~2] + 1 !Oz: 
In the present arrangement a small cylindrical sample is.. 

placed parallel to Eby being inserted through the holes .in the wider· 

walls of a rectangular cavity operating in the TE
106 mode. The 

electric field is given by 

E E 
· . 1TX . 61T'.z. 

y = 0s1:q. a .Sm ~ (6) 

where a .and dare the width and length of the cavity, respectively. 

Assuming that the sample is. located where the electric field is .a 

maximump Eqs. ·{4) and (5) simplify to the following express.ions: 

fl - {i 
. - ·"J)·( E 1'- - 1 ) !_ f·· -"'·.· V 

2, 

1 l V 
Oz, - Tii = 4e II y ' 

The loss is characterized by tan 6 = e 11 /e \. 

(7) 

(8) 

In the present scheme for reflection measurements one .utilizes 

both a swept probing signal and a swept receiver to give a resulting 

pulse whose shape is sensitive to cavity resonance. Frequency shift 
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is· determined from the shape of the pulse and its position along the 

received signal trace. With certain .restrictions, such as the use of 

a high-Q cavity loaded with matched transmission lines, and a square

law detector, the pattern traced out on the oscilloscope is of the form 

From the shape of this curve the Q of the cavity is computed. The 

need for tuning oscillato:rs is viI'tua.lly eliminated and the minimum 

point of res.onance is sharply defll}ed; moreover, the method is 

applicable to situations where intermediate frequency is such that 

video generators would not have sufficient frequency discrimination, 

Frequency-shift detection is of the order of 10 kc .in the 10-kMc 

.operational range. The enzyme~substrate s.olution injection _into the 

cylindrical sample holder in the cavity (-see below) is triggered at 
zero time at a signal from the master generator. At s.ome time T 

later the cathode ... ray oscilloscope sweep is triggered to give visual 

display and to sweep the local oscillator synchronously. ,The amplitude 

of the modulation signal to the local oscillator, and hence the dispersion 

.of the receiver response, is adjusted by a divider across. .the cathode

ray=oscilloscope sweep output. At some phase t later a third triggering 

pulse from the master generator is sent to a sawtooth generator, set 

for. single- shot operation, whicp. applies a sweep signal to the search 

oscillator. 

The rapid-flow apparatµs is designed along the lines suggested 

by Chance and Legallais. 13 They describe a regenerative-flo~ appa

ratus .that is capable of continuous and intermittent operation. By this 

technique one is able to detect intermediates 10-30 msec after their 

formation. In principle the apparatus consists of motor-driven .syringes, 

a mixing chamber, and the observation tube that constitutes the pertur

bation in the microtvave cavity. 
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D. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EXPERJMENT 

The above is ,an outline of a new instrument that uses micro

waves -as an analytical tool in the investigatioiiL of biophysical problems 
·, 

assoe.iated with. enzyme reactions. The use of this instrument may be 

extended .to studies of specificity of macromolecular .arrays by sub

jecting _the solution under 4ivest:i.gation to ,e1ect:r.omagnetic radiation .of 

diverse wavelengths and thus introducing noise .into :the reaction system. 

From Eqs. 0) and {2» a possible effect of such noise on the specificity 

of a ,macromolecular system .may be s,hown: a4 A
1_II is a ,a_u:m of 

negative definite terms, each of ~h~ch contributes toward th_e prefer

ential assoc_iation of identical molecules as nearest neighbors. The 

degree of specificity .of discrimination between pa,irs of molecules out 

of a given manifold of molecule types is properly defined as. the number 

of cases {types of pai:rs» with signal-to-noise ratios I a4 A 1 
ll I /kT > I, 

compared.to the total number of cases for which they have any values. 

This degree of specificity depends not only on the average sig,nal-to

noise ra.tio in that manifold of molecule paJrs but also on .the effective 

number of parameters on which the distribution of W ir.. ov·er the s.....,.·i\P . 
manifold of molecules depends. Equation «z» indkates .how W sIµv 

depends on the dist:dbution of Ol.l over wi i and .on. the oscillator aniso

tropies. To ,cause significantly· different distributions. W_ 1 ,. ar,_d ·. 
' ~· . 

w.sllµv ,strong differences between. o. IJ and a, .@II either in the classJcal 
region, in the .extreme .ultraviolet, or :in the ultraviolet have an effect, 

a.s do differences in anisotropy of a. in,thes,e regions. This depen¢lence 

means that W depends on quite a few effective parameters (oscil-~v . - . 
lator frequency regions ,and .oscillator. "rientations,». If, under those 

conditions, th.e set of molecule pairs has an expectation value for 

signal=to-,noise l'atio < j .6.4 A 1 ni /kT)Av substantially greater tha:n l, 

the number of cases .I, II for which f .6.
4A

1 
n! /kT > l is very mu~h 

greater than the numbe!'.' of cases for which it is less than 1,. simply 

because of the multiparametricity of the dist:db:ution. This ratio means 

by definition 
14 

that there is a high degree of specificity, dose to the 

maximum, which is .unity. l(f; :l.s .evider.>.t that the degree of specificity 

=ZS= 
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is highly sensitive to values .of polarizabi.lities and to the inter~ 

molecular separation R which in turn depends on the ionic. constitution 

of the medium. In the actual biologically interesting cases the most 

important polarizabilities are :in the ultraviolet and classical regions. 

In the classical region the Ki:r'kwood=Shumake:r7 proton fluctuations 

play a decisive :role. Their influ~nce is like that of classical polari-

zable oscillators. Externally applied ra.diation of a .frequency corres.

ponding to s.uch a classical oscillat.o:r would therefore influence the 

specificity of the interaction of. the molecules to some extent. 

Generally speaking, electromagnetic radiation of a .certain wavelength 

can influence the information transfer in macromolecular systems 
\ 

and the single cell. 

III. MICROWAVE RADIATION DOSIMETRY ~T. Jaski} 

In a previous reportp 
1 

the physical principles inherent in the 

absolute measurement of incident microwave power were summa:riz.ed, 

Some gen,eral cons.ider.ations relating to the specific dosimetry problem 

are presented below. 

Precision dosimetry in the irradiation .of biological organisms 

with microwaves presents an .acute and difficult problem. Less de

manding of accuracy, but of equal :importance. to the experimental 

needs, is the demand for d10simeters to protect pers.onnel working 

with microwave equipment. 
15 

Several methods: _have been emp1oyed 

in attempts to solve this problem. At the p,resent state of the .art 

none of the available closimefers satisfies all the criteria for an ideal 

dosimeter. These criteria are:' 

(1) Nondirectivity of pickup. 

(2) Frequency insensitivity of.the instrument. 

(3} Insensitivity to, or accurate compensation for, ambient 

temperature changes. 

{ 4) Maintained .accuracy, sensitivity, and reliability and 

stability. 
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(5) Sensitivity to low-level radiation. Instrument reading 

should be unaffected by type and percentage of modulation. 

(6) Instrument should be portable~ economical, .preferably 

subminiaturi:z.ed. 

(7) Instrument or pickup should include provisions for relcii-ting 

incident radiation tQ actual effective dosage received by the organ,i~m. 
16 

To .obtain this ratio, the reflectance and .dielectric constant of a covering 

.material over the pickup should .match those of the organism as -closely 

as possible, or the instrument itself should, provide the electronic 

equivalent of these cha.r,;Lcteristics. 

None of the dosimeters commercially available, or describe.d 

.in the literature to ,date, meets more than a few of these criteria . 

. Commercial dosimeters generally ·.consist of .microwave 

_ receiver.a with exchangeable rf heads, containing antenna, mixer,• and. 

local oscillato+. These receivers are sens.itive, accurate, and stable, 

but.they are very expensive, relatively large .(altho~gh. portable), and 

extremely directive in the antenna, and they contain no pr.ovisiOJ1. for 
. --

effec.tive~dosage adjustment. They ar.e in effect field-strength meters 

.for .the .microwave band-s. Subminia:turization of these types of re

ceivers is a possibl'.e approach to the problem. This .endeavor could 

take advantage oi m;odern techniques .and materi~s, s,uch as high

frequency transistors .and tunnel diodes, and .where .applicable mole= 

cular circuitry. The expense of such a development project would. be 

extremely high. 

Richardson 4;as .described two types of dosimeters, whi.ch .are 
' . 
' 

portable, economical instr.uments, s,uitable for attachment to.a persont.s 

clothing. Both types are f!Ubject to .some objectionable disadvantage. 

Th f · .. 17 · 1 . · 1 t . t· • e 1rst series · contains a ge atin .capsu e o approx1ma e 

the biological values~ with the do.sime.ter measuring temperature rise 

in the gelatin by means of a. _thermistor. . This type is· rather sensitive 

.~o change in ambient temp~rature, and .apparently also suffers .fr.om 

lack of sensitivity. 

A later mode1 18 is similar to the llradar receiver·" described . 

. by Stoner. 19 This.type uses.a,demodulator and a small antenna syste.m. 
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The demodulated signal pulse is amplified in a high-gain transistorized 

.amplifier, and .supplied to an earphone for audible warning. Through 

a small audio transformer the signal is fed to .a,meter•rectifier combi

nation, which is intended to indicate dosage. An obvious defect of this 

type of dosimeter is its inability to meas.ure or indicate cw radiation, 

and the fact that the limited bandwidth of the audio amplifier causes 

distortion of the pulses if they are sharp and if their repetition rate 

is sufficiently high. Attenuation by the iron .. core transformer is 

certain to cause inaccuracy. A further shortcoming of this dosimeter 

is.the use of diodes, .which are unli.kely to function adequately above 

3 kMc. 

An atte.mpt to -evaluate this type of dosimeter for use in connec

tion with the present project h~s been made by the construction of a 

laboratory model (Fig. 6 ). lt did not prove possible to carry out a 

detailed evaluation because the instrument exhibited sensitivity to 

electromagnetic radiation of all so.rts, including pickup from the 60'= 

and 400 .. cps. currents (present in the laboratory power lines). either 

directly or via the wea;rerv.s person. If this sensitivity is inherent in 

the design of the device, it is difficult to .see how it may be success

fully employed except in ver.y special field=uae situations in which the 

only electromagnetic radiation.present is that from the so.urce being 

monitored. 

Van Eve:rdingen used .a unique type of dosimetry, ·
20 

which also 

suffers from severe limitations for general use. He grafted into the 

skin of animals .to be irradiated .smalLcaps,ules containing a ,0. 1-

percen.t glyc.ogen. solution of controlled viscos.ity. Upon irradiation 

the glycogen .underwent a prog:r.essive change in the optical polarization 

plane, With a polarimeter the experiment~r then established~. total 
I 

dt;isage received by the animals, after the completion. of the irradiation. 

This type ,of dosimetry can be carried out with fair precision. 

It may be pos~ible to adapt this kind of an idea of continuous

measurement circuitry. However, an attempt to realize this technique 

in a small. 9 portable, :rugged instrument would almost certainly create' 

excessive difficulties:, No data .are ava.,ilable on the temperature 

= 28 = 

. I 
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FIO. 6. = =Laboratory mo<iel of broadband. microwave dosimeter. 

= 29 = 
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dependence .of the glycogen solution, but some frequency sensitivity 

is pr.obable. Moreover, the glycogen solution does.~ot recover 

. spontaneously and would have to be replaced p.eriodica+ly, with attendant 

calibration problems. 

Indication of microwave radiation by theri»al receptors is 

poasible when th.e radiation to be measured falls on an.appropriate 

body and is.absorbed by it. BY. this process th.e temperature of the 

. absorbing body is somewhat raised above that of its. nonabsorblll;g 

. surroundings. A measurement of.this temperature, rise.as.an. indi

cation of the energy oi the incident radiatiQµ. differs ,for various 

receptors. Some general viewpoints for t}le construction. of thermal 

receptor.a are outlined below, 

The .temperature rise relative to.the .s,urro.undings .can be 

measured more easily and accurately the _higher it is. The .amount 

of temperature increase for a given radiative .energy depends on the 

amount of absorption: the .more clo,ely the rec,eiver approximates 

a black body,. the better. Carbon dust in a shellac suspension can be 

painted on.the thermal receptor. The thickne.s.s .of such a layer should 

he such that all the radiation is .al:;lsorbed in it, but nots.o lar~e that 

its heat capacity becomes an obscuring factor in the measurement. 

A new gr.cup of thermal receptors1 designated as pneumatic 

receptors. and first employe.d i.J.l infra.red reception, can. now be added 

to the list of bolometers .and t:~1~rmistors. Zl..;ZS The principle .of the 

gas .thermometer is applied ~ them: after .absorption of ra.dia.tion .and 

the resultant temperature inFrease, the gas in th.e container which is 

· exposed to .this radiation e~.pands. This .eX;panS.iQn can be translated 

_into a .readily observable pp..enomenon. A gas s,uch as water yapor, 

whic_h absorbs .at microwave .frequencies., might be .a .suitable .material. 

Sealed in a glass bulb. thct;t connects :to a .tube conta.ining a flex_ible 

. membrane,. the gas .would.expand when heated and displace the .mem

brane from its eq,uilibri,um p·osition. This. :membrane, in turn, may 

. .constitute a plate o1 a variable .capacitor «:Lnd th~s..translate temperature 

changes into electrical signals·. Ambient temperature .fluctuations can 

be eliminated hy the ,use of two such similar .rec;::eptor.~, constituting 

- 30 -
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Another method oi infrared .detection that could be adapted for 

measurement of micl'owave e:p,ergy, evaporography, has been known 

for many years, at least since l 9Z9. A layer of naphthalin covered 

with a fine layer oi carbon du~t is exposed to the radiation. At the 

warmer spots the naphthalin sqblimate~ and .deposits on the colder 

unirradiated spots'. The influeµce of the ambient radJation is made 

ineffective by enclosure, of. the Jayers in .a .closed vess.el such that 

they remain in equilibrium with their own vapor pressure. If no 

radiation is incident,_ then (owU'l.g to the influence of the surroundings) 

the same amount is always evaporated as .is condensed. 

Since then, many changes have been proposed .in this original 

. configuration. The carrier of the sens.itive film is a fine layer oi 

lacquer of a thickness less than _O. 1 µ such that it shows no inter

ference colors in reflected daylight. 'One side of this layer is blackened 

(with a microwave absorbing ,m~terial). Then it is put into .a c:hamber 

that contains a vessel of oil and that can be evacuated down to the vapor 

pressure of the oil (0. 01 mm of Jig} _at room temperature. The oil is 

then heated locally until a thin film is deposited on the.fine lacquer 

layer on the unblackened {observed) side. The thickness of the film 

is adjusted so that in. the reflett~d daylight,, a blue color is created by 

interference which is extremely sensitive to any change in thickness. 

· If now radiation falls onto the bla.ckened si~e,. s.ome oil will evaporate 
I 

at the warmed spot and the oil wµ1 change its .thickness. Such a 

change becomes -very conspicuous owing to .a change in the inter

-fe.rence color. This change can pe either fixed or erased by_ letting 
- . 26 27 

in air or evaporating the whole oil film, respechvely. ' 

In recent years, the so ... called thermocolors .ac_hieved wide= 

spread use where temperatures are __ to, be measured quickly and not 

too accurately. Thermocolors ,are paints. that are applied .on :the body, 

the temperature of which is to be measur.ed and which exhibit a color 

c_hange as a .certain ter.nper~ture is reached. Chemically they are 

complex .salts of metals. Currently in use are ma.inly -two types: 

purely inorganic .. complex salts of me taLs, in which the c.olor c_hange 
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ATION DOSIMETRY) 

is the external sign of an allotropic modification change {e. g. , silver

mercury-iodide, 2 Ag!. Hgiz,, yellow below 45°c, bright red above);2
8 

and a mixture of inorganic and organic salts {e. g., cobaJt chloride

hexametylentetramine, which is pink below 40°C, blue above); for 

this group the color change is concomitant with loss of, water. 29 

Another type of commercially available dosimeter consists of 

. t . d t bl t . t . t JO T t a ,m1na ur1z.e por a e power me er using, rans1s ors. empera ure 

compensation is provided. These instruments also use directive 

antennas and are limited to single frequency bands. They are rela

tively expensive, and not particularly suitable for personal wear. 

However, subminiaturization of this type of power meter, together 

with the necessary physical or electronic means to compensate for the 

characteristics of the irradiated organism, and modification of the 

pickup to afford nondirective indication, is perhaps the most promising 

avertue of approach. Again this is a costly undertaking, and as far as 

is known, not currently contemplated by industry or the Services. 

Sophistication in circuitry and in selection of materials used could 

reduce the siz.e of such power meters to below that of a "king-size" 

cigarette package. 

Not known to exist at present, but perhaps most ideal for the 

solution of this. problem, might be the discovery of a transducer 

providing a de output, or a nearly linear variation of resistance or 

some other electrical parameter with incident radiation, insensitive 

to frequency and capable of being made in spherical shape- for non

directivity. Not essential, but also desirable would be insensitivity 

to temperature changes. The effect would be similar to the action 

of cadmium s,ulfide cells. under infrared, visible, and X :radiation, 

but in the microwave spectrum only. It is. to be recommended that 

the efforts to achieve an adequate microwave dosimeter should be 

concentrated in the sea:".'ch fo:r such a transducer. 



APPENDIX: . USE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 
IN ELUCIDATING BIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA* 

Whenever new discoveries. in.the field of physics are .made:and 

technology makes.them available to :ather scientists, these.agents are 

applied.to .elucidate biological pheno.mena. Electromagnetic .ra.d,iation 

ha:s been used in biology in.a variety of ways. The bas.is for this 

particular application. was laid by short-wave diathermy, which was 

applied to biological specimens ranging from bacteria» paramecia,. 
,, 

fungi, ants, flies,. and .s.piders .to fis:h, .mammals, and man. 

The present disc,u.s.sio.n is not limited to micr.owaves, but 

a,pplies to .a much. wider _electromagnetic .s.pectrum, from a Jew 

cycles.up.int.a the infrared. We.start with a.historic note on.the first 

.application .of electromag,netic radiation to_bio1og_y, or rather medkine~ 

• the use .of relatively short waves .fo-r diather.my . 

. For ·the purpose of therapeutic .application. .to the human b?dy, 

wavelengths from 3 t.o 3-0 m seemed to be .the .most important inth.e 

193-0's. As.the wavelength shifts within.th.is range, s.ometimes. one, 

sometimes another tisa,u-e becomes warmer .than the res.t and theore

tically there might be wavelengths specifically adequate for ·the c.ure 

of certain pathological states. Destruction of experimentaUy produced 

carcinoma, artificial fever, . and irritating influence on the nervous 

.system of animals .are .among the most -striking cla,ims .of early inve.sti

gators.. Wavelengths.and .(more importantly) different. dosages .. at th.e 

same wavelength are .cited that may favor -the growth of certain bacteriap 

and .hinder the g_r·owth of others.'. It .may be as~u:med .. that the bacteriGidal 

.effect .of the short-.wave field can be .ascribed to a .heat effect, which. 

,may be frequency dependent. With today',s better understanding _of the 

behavior ;0f proteins and other'. c.onstitutents .of living ;cells in .a .hlgh.,

frequency field .s,uch a .. simple .. effect no longer see;ms impossible, 

Paper by C. Siisskin.d. and P. 0. Vogelhut, presented by the 
latter at the 1959 Mid-America Electronics.~Conference .0£ the Institute 
of Ra.dio Engin.eers, Kansas City, Mo., 3=5 November 195.9. 
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especially si.'nce experimental evidence tends to c;onii:r.m this hypothesis. 

Investigations on isola.ted enzyme systems sh.ow acceleration or decel

eration of their reaction speeds .according to the inc.ident wavelengths. 

If diphtheria toxin.is treated with sh.o:rt waves, a d~inution of its 

toxicity is .observed. The _a.gglutinogenic characteristic of human 

.se.:rum can be d:lfferently influenc.ed with .different waves .. The plane 

of .optical rotation of glycogen molecules in.aqueous .solution is changed 

by irradiation at very h;.igh frequencies. 

These .experimental findings an.d many others show that bio

logically important molecules .undergo ;a change under the influence 

of electromagnetic radiation. Kirkwood .and Shumaker and mo.re 

recently O'Konski have tried to explain these phenomena by relating 

the ionic .atmos:phe:re ()f mac:romolec.ules and its _fluctuations to the 

incident energy of the electromagnetic radiation. Proteins contain.a 

large number of neutral and negatively charged basic groups .to which 

profons.are atta.ched. Except in highly acid .solutions, the number .of 

basic sites. generally exceeds .the average number of protons. bound to 

the molecule, so that many possible configurations of the protons. 

.exist, difiering little in free energy, among which. fluctuations may 

occur; Fluctuations .in.the number and.configuration of the mobile 

. protons impart to the mo1ecules fluctuating charges.and fluctuating 

electric multipoie moments. These moments.exhibit resonance with. 

the appropriate incident f :requencie s and by abs.or ption .of that energy 

may change not only their Gharge distribution .but als,o their steric 

c:onfigurations, with a consequent loss in specificity; On.the other 

hand, the tltermodyn.amic temperature t0f the ionic .atmosphere .around 

the macr.omolecule may increase .and so accelerate enzymatic re= 

actions. In summary, the effects that are pos.sible are at least pa.rtly 

thermal, but depen.d on frequency as well. 

To go from a general·theory·ru. interaction of molecules with 

electromagnetic :radiation to the molt'e i.:omplex explanation of the be

ha.vior of ordered aggregates of f!u.ch moleir::ules in. high.:.frequency 

fie~ds"'~living s:lngle cells==is quite a, large step. So .far, no investi

gator has made this.a.ssault in an respects. Molecular mechanisms 
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are :only partially res.p~ns.ible fot the behavior .Qf.a living cell and.all 

we .see ia.a veiled pi.cture of reaiity; veile.d and perhaps.even .. obscured 

by treating ,cells .in. suspension.as part.s of electrical.circuits and 

_pqstulating .equivalent circuits £,or th_e cells them·selves. NeverthelesJ:i, 

s.uch .. methods. have proved . .theins.elves. to be very useful in .e.lucidating 

_. certain biolo·gical phenomena. 

There was a very active period between 19Z5. and .W.orld War U 

when a.number of .biop_h,ys.kis:ts applied potential the.ory originally 

developed for .dielectrics. t.o biologicaLmatter •. Around 1935, inyes.t.i,,, 

ga:tions began ... of the.electrical propertie.s. of p:r;otein.m.olecules by 

application.Qf.the.c.oncept of polar :molecule.s. originated .by Debye. 

After 1940 techniques became .available fur investigation of the elec

trical properties .at ultrahigh and.low frequencie.s. Th.e .frequency 

range.sofar:explored.exteri..ds.fr.om 5 cps,up to.30, ooq M-c, i.e., 

alm:ost 10 decades .instead.of the .4.decades..avai1ab1e before W-ol"ld 

.war 11. 

· From 10 kc to 10 Mc the .so~called j3 dispersion is :observed 

.intiss.ue ,and .in .biological cell .suspensions., . caused :by the .. cellular 

· structure oi biological material.. The high dielectric cons:tants of 

celt'sU:spens.i0ns.at,low frequencies are evidently ca:u.sed by the cell 

membranes~·. Bel"¢>w 10 kc, .$o·c.alle.d.a, d,ispersion-occurs .and .can 

be .ex.plained by tm.-ee me~hanisms: :a ·-"gating11 niec:,hanism, CQnt:t:c;>l

ling.:i:netabolic exchange,and involving a.time delay between.stimulus 

.and response (applied potential.and .resulting -.current); the .stru¢ture 

of the .. cell membrane; and .the .surface .. conductance .of the .single cell 

due to ionic :atmospheres .ar.ound the .cells that woutd cause relax

ation; 

At frequencie,s in. exces.s of 100 Mc: the eleeirical properties . 

. of tiss;u..e .and .suspensions :of biological -cells.are determined by their 

water, salt, and protein.content. (These properti~s..are quite simU.a,r 

for all' tis~ues of high. water. content .and .blood, )' Bo.th conductanc·e · 

.ancfdielectric .constants .change. slowly with frequency between 100 and 

1000 Mc. However,: conductance increases ra_pidly above, looo Mc 

.and diele.ct.ric .constant decreases.above 30-QO Mc. Both •e!fects are 

.. 
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due to the same phenomenon, the so"'called 'I .dispers_ion, and in 

accord with the .ultra-high-frequency behavior of water. 

The internal conductan.ce of cells can .be .deduced Jrom high

frequency measurements .and .:reflects the ionic $trength of the cell 

interior. Therefore,. cells.constitute_.a convenient .method for the 

.study .of metabolic proces·ses.. 

Artaly.sis of electrical impedances .of biological media _has. 

become a powerful tool :in biology. The impedance technique cqmbines 

many basic and practical advantages. _(high analytic.al power.and mini

mum interference with the biological medium,. which Ca?1-- be kept 

under Il.atural conditions). It is, therefore, unfortunate that its 

application is not as :widespread as it deserves to be. The .explanation 
I 

for this regrettable _ situation lies in the sophistication of the technique 

and .the backgrQund necessary for its s.uccessful us:e. It goes without 

saying that the electronics engineer can .make a .substantial contri

bution to biophysics in terms of interpreting his field in such a way 

that the full power of the tools he has .develope,d can .be brought to 

bear :on this important field. 

Many problems rel'.I1:ain to be .s.olved. For instance; the question 

of the frequency dependence _of membrane impedance is not definitely 

settle.d. The analysis of the -a dispersion, indicative of the importance 

of ionic .atmospheres a.s a regulating mechanism in.all aspects ,.of 

permeability and excitation, is. far ·from concluded, Other principles., 

however,. are sufficiently well establis,hed to .state .as. facts such 

interesting observations .as the physical similarity .of almost all ce11 

membrane structures .as indicated by their similar .capac_ity. Blood, 

tissue; nerve, and even bacteria s.eem to utiliz.e structures.of 

comparable thickness .as permeability barriers. It will be of extreme 

interest_ to learn on what level of organization of life .this structure 

may have appeared fi:t"st. 0th.er bacteria, as well as virus, mito

chondria, and-_cell nuclei,_. should be .investigated with the impedance 

technique. Such studies .B;ho;uld he just as. interesting as the .application 

.of im_pedance techniques.to metabolic studies.and the investigation .. of 

the organization of the interior .of cellular units. 
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As :our understanding of these physical agents an~ theil" in

fluences on living matter _br-oade.ns,. theories,are .developed to,account _ 

_ ina .rational .and logical w.ay for the :o.bs:erve:d, phenomena. _Qn. pap:er 

:almost eyerything)o:oks .easy. and simple •.. It is .also ;quite .na..tu;ral to 

.start to :dream once in a while with the _help :of _paper and pencil. Th.e 

.Qut.e;ome of such-a. s_peculative j,0,urney into the _unknown _S:ometime'$

conStitutes. a.type :oifeedback.me~h:a.nj,$m, In cqnnection with use -Of 

e1ec;tromagnetic' radiation,. the question might ,be, why .should nQt the 

single cell with so .many diverse iunctic>ns .and __ S:Ufa a .complElx :organi.

zation of relation-and interrelation of cause .and,ef'.fect itfil-elf ui;e 

- .elettromag,netic radiation_to ,transfer info:rm.ation betweenita.con

stituent parts? After _all; living .organism a are the ,most. econ,om.ic: 

:orga.n,izations; they_ above all s,hould ,use the .simplest means .lo:r 

c.ommunication. Actually; when :one thj.nks, abfi)ut thls.appr.oach m.ore 

deeply, one finds that it is_a,,dr.eam that may ,be closer t,o reality than 

the reality that we cons.true by reading dials. 

'' 
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